The 
Introduction
What Users need and want: In the past, users of computing systems mostly demanded for capacity and speed: The applications to be run steadily grew and therefore needed always bigger machines with more memory, more space for e. g. databases, more processing power for more users working with it simultaneously. Of course the applications had to be processed as fast as possible, and the growth of capacity led to a demand for faster memory buses, faster hard disks, faster networks to keep pace with the quickly increasing amount of data.
Today, other properties have come to the fore, leading to an immense variety of development goals. Several of those properties are listed here. These properties focus on MIMD computer clusters [3] . Existing infrastructures: Statistics show that the average load of workstations is about 9% [8] . Therefore it suggests itself to distribute calculation extensive applications to nearly idle workstations.
Particular applications in the field of public resource computing like Seti@Home [1] use a pool of more than 500, 000 computers. They base on the mechanism, that an idle client automatically fetches data from a server and works on it without further communication. When the work is done, the results are sent to the server and new data is fetched. In general, no data dependencies exist between the calculations done by the clients, therefore the machine speed of the clients is disregarded. The applications are designed such that a multiple calculation of a specific part is possible (or even desired in consideration of data security). A client failure can easily be ignored, as the system is not reliant on the failing client's results. Unfortunately, only few problems may be partitioned in a way that they are suitable for public resource computing.
Condor [14] utilizes unused workstations for distributed execution of applications, too. It bases on Remote-Unix [9] , which provides transparent rerouting of the thread's communications to the server. It is also possible to end threads preemptively (e. g. if a site is needed for other tasks) and continue execution on another site. Therefore the sites must not be shut down in an unorderly fashion, noticeably limiting the freedom. As data dependencies may exist between individual tasks, a clever load balancing is crucial. It is done centrally at the server. However, decisions can be revised later, as preemptive scheduling is possible. Communication (like I/O) is always routed via the server, so that this can lead to a bottleneck easily. Additionaly, the server must not shut down or the whole system cannot continue.
In section 2, the SDVM's features and possible areas of application are presented. The underlying mechanisms are described in detail in section 3, followed by a description of the structure of the SDVM itself in section 4. After a list of some speedup results in section 5, this paper closes with a conclusion in section 6. The SDVM prototype is implemented in C++ and its complete source code is freely downloadable.
The SDVM

Features of the SDVM
The Self Distributing Virtual Machine (SDVM) is a parallel system which consists of a cluster of several connected machines (see Figure 1 ) each running the SDVM daemon, giving the users the performance power of a parallel machine (goals 1 and 4), but offering easy usage anyway. Its programability is relatively simple, as the programmer only has to split his application into tasks (goals 3 and 8). This could even be done automatically by a compiler. The SDVM timely and spatially distributes the program fragments throughout the cluster at runtime automatically (goal 9). The SDVM is scalable and supports dynamic entry and exit at runtime (goal 5), so that needed resources can be added and removed at runtime (goal 6). This does not exclude specialized hardware (goal 7). Moreover, the SDVM supports the composition of heterogeneous clusters and besides making itself portable to other platforms (goal 16). It intercepts failures of individual sites by detecting crashes and automatically starting recovery, making it in this respect stable and fault-tolerant (goals 2 and 13). Security aspects are treated, e. g. the encryption of communication (goal 12), making the SDVM ready for operation in clusters with separated sites like the internet. Multiple users can run programs uninfluenced (goals 10 and 11), user interactions are routed to a frontend on any desired machine (goal 15).
Fields of application
The design of the SDVM reaches many of the goals presented in section 1. It thereby allows imagining new properties for a (parallel) computing system, which base on the properties of the SDVM. In the following, several new properties are proposed.
Applications which are supposed to be running on the SDVM have to be partitioned (automatically or manually) into program fragments (microthreads, a detailed description is given in section 3.1). For the partitioning process, information about the size, topology, and composition of the cluster to be used is not needed. The distribution and scheduling is done dynamically at the runtime of the application. Hence the same application can then be run on any SDVM cluster.
The SDVM daemon consists of several program modules, called managers. Each manager has a specific task to attend to. One of them, the code manager, allows the automatic distribution of microthreads throughout the cluster. If a site wants to run a microthread which does not yet exist in a binary format for the site's platform (like Linux, HP-UX, etc.), the microthread is compiled automatically by the SDVM at runtime. The compiled version of the microthread is then stored by the code manager and sent to other sites, if needed. Therefore it is possible to integrate machines into the SDVM cluster, which were not taken into consideration when the application was primarily compiled.
Due to the dynamic and distributed scheduling (see section 3.3), the SDVM adapts dynamically to changes of the cluster: If sites join or leave the cluster, the running application is transparently redistributed on the newly structured cluster.
The SDVM supports the goals of self-protection and self-healing, due to the functionality of the security manager and crash management [4] . Therefore the SDVM can be used in the area of grid computing, but also in the area of public resource computing. Any computer connected with the internet can join an SDVM cluster and assist with the execution of applications. If it is needed elsewhere, it can sign off at any time. If a site gets shut down uncontrolled or even crashes, the resulting damage is diminished due to the SDVM's crash management. However, as a recovery costs time and resources nonetheless, the SDVM should be used for public resource computing only if the users accept the imperative of a controlled sign off. To circumvent the restriction for the users it is possible to implement the following enhancement: The SDVM is run on a core of reliable sites (which each act as servers for a number of unsafe sites) and unsafe sites. If an unsafe site crashes, the crash may be intercepted by its server, which redistributes the work to another client. This would enhance the usability of public resource computing, as it eliminates the need to run only easily scalable applications; more complex scalable problems could thus be calculated on these downright powerful computing networks.
No structure-related bottlenecks may occur, as all functionality is available on all sites of the cluster and can be used decentralized. Therefore the cluster is essentially scalable to any desired size.
The SDVM could act as a service provider, letting customers run calculation-intensive applications on external computer clusters. Therefore the investment for a locally available computer cluster could be saved, even an existing mostly unused computer cluster could be placed at the disposal for hire. The accounting functionality needed for this can be integrated into the SDVM.
The presented SDVM is optimized for the use in the area of intranets. However, the concept allows a tighter coupling of sites (q. v. [2] ). It is imaginable to run parts of the SDVM cluster on one or more multiprocessor systems having a memory in common. The attraction memories of the individual sites would then be merged into one attraction memory, but each site would further on make its own decisions autonomously and communicate with other sites.
Similarly, parts of or even complete SDVM sites could be implemented in hardware. The main benefit would be that the managers the SDVM consists of could work on their tasks in true parallel. E. g. the scheduling manager could choose the microframe to be executed next while the processor executes the current microthread. Parts of the attraction memory may be implemented as an associative memory. It would be interesting to compare the higher cost for the implementation against the increase in efficiency. Presently, the gains resulting from hardware implementations are researched by means of a simulator.
Another field of application for the SDVM could be the area of Systems-on-Chip (SoC). Several sites would be implemented on one chip and provided with a fast interconnection network. As each site works autonomously, a central clock may be omitted at all, solving one of the current problems regarding modern processor design. Moreover, defects on chips could be marked, the sites positioned in affected areas deactivated, resulting in a higher yield at the chip production.
In the area of mobile computing, the power consumption of systems has to be reduced. The SDVM in a SoC-variant may be an interesting approach for this problem, too. If sufficient performance is available and a fast execution is needed, all sites on a chip get activated. If the system's power supply is low or sites are out of work, some sites are switched to a sleep state. This would meet a requirement of organic computing [15] , making the system autonomously adapt to changing environmental conditions.
As machines with different operating systems or even different hardware may join the cluster while others leave the cluster, a system migration is possible even when applications are running. It makes every participant of the cluster in a way hot-pluggable. Therefore big and permanently running applications like climate model calculations may be migrated e. g. to new hardware without shutting down. This would tremendously simplify hardware upgrades.
It may be a good idea to incorporate the SDVM concept directly into operating systems, making them able to form a cluster with other machines when needed. Furthermore, as a part of the operating system the SDVM would use low level functionality of the operating system and thus be better optimized to it. Especially the use of operating system methods to avoid processes trying to manipulate each other's memory objects would be helpful, as this is currently not intercepted. 
The SDVM's functionality in detail
In this section, the fundamental concepts of the SDVM are presented. The first subsections delve into the SDVM's model of computation, followed by a description of the SDVM's ability to cope with dynamically changing cluster sizes and configurations.
Microframes and microthreads
Seen from the architectural point of view the SDVM is based on the concept of COMA (Cache Only Memory Architectures [6] ).
The SDVM extends the concept of COMA such, that beside the transparent data migration also program instructions can transparently migrate. For the development of the SDVM the SDAARC architecture [2, 11] is the origin.
Program instructions are represented by microthreads. A microthread contains a (for each computer architecture compiled) code fragment (block to thread grain), but it lacks its start arguments for execution. The start arguments are stored in a data container called microframe. They contain space for the expected parameters, a pointer to the owning microthread, and addresses to microframes where the results of the microthread have to be applied to so they can eventually be executed.
As soon as a microframe has all its parameters, it becomes executable and the corresponding microthread can be executed with the arguments taken from the microframe -thus the execution is triggered using dataflow synchronization. Several microframes can point to the same microthread (n-to-1-relation), if e. g. a loop body is to be executed more than once but with changing arguments. Both microframe and microthread have an unambiguous identifier each. Figure 2 shows a microframe and its corresponding microthread.
The SDVM's implementation features C as programming language for the SDVM applications and thus the microthreads, but if the programming interface is adequately adapted, any other programming language should be usable. This is because all microframes are run as compiled code anyway. The usage of the SDVM's functionality is called by using specific commands extending the used programming language.
The model of computation
In the SDVM, the execution of an application is controlled by a combination of dataflow and controlflow: A microthread's commands are run controlflow-driven like sequential programs. Microthreads represent an atomic execution unit which are executed uninterrupted. However, the execution of the microthreads is triggered by the dataflow principle. The microthread belonging to a specific microframe can only be executed when all needed parameters were applied to the microframe. When the microthread is executed, the microframe is consumed and thus vanishes.
A microthread performs the following actions when executed:
1. extract the parameters from its microframe 2. calculate the results of the microthread using the parameters taken from the microframe 3. possibly create (allocate) new microframes 4. send the results of step 2 to the microframes requiring these results as parameters A microframe may only be allocated when it is certain that it will receive all its parameters in the future, making it executable eventually. This dynamic decision at runtime regarding the allocation of microframes permits the execution of loops of unknown length.
To enable a microthread to send its results to a specific microframe, it must know the global memory address of the target microframe and thus where the result has to be written. Therefore some address data has to be propagated to make transfer of results possible at all. This should be done without constricting the parallelization potential of the application. Hence every microframe should be allocated as soon as possible, because its global address is known not before its allocation.
Distributed scheduling
Most scheduling methods assume a central calculation of the execution order, combined with a centrally managed load balancing. They take advantage of the fact that all information is collected on one site and thus good scheduling decisions can be made. However, in big clusters this central machine may become a bottleneck or even a central point of failure. Systems forbearing a central scheduling usually rely on the operating system's functionality for their local scheduling (e. g. Condor [10] , which uses the round-robin multitasking mechanism).
The SDVM works without client-server concepts as far as possible. Therefore the scheduling should be done autonomously by each site. The sites therefore don't have knowledge about the current global execution status of the application, but only about the locally available executable microframes. The application's structures like microthread-blocks having many data dependencies can be extracted from the CDAG (Controlflow Dataflow Allocation Graph [7] ). Moreover, microthreads in the critical path of the application can be identified, which are then executed with higher priority. However it is possible to attach scheduling hints to microframes using information from the CDAG. These may include the priority of a microframe or hints about the local execution order. Scheduling hints may even be given by the programmer, who has a greater knowledge of the application anyway. Current research includes which information is particularly suited for scheduling hints, and their effects on the run duration.
Dynamic entry and exit at run time
As the SDVM is designed to be consisting of equal sites (only in the sense of avoiding a client-server-concept) and the applications are distributed to the individual sites not before runtime, it is possible to remove any site from the cluster without making the SDVM unable to continue. Similarly, new sites can be added at runtime, which will quickly get work and then assist executing the running programs. However, procedures are needed to relocate data from leaving sites as well as announce the joining of new sites.
The announcement of a new site, say A, is done implicitly when the site requests for work. After joining the cluster, it has nothing to do yet and requests work from the one site it already knows -the site it originally connected to to join the cluster, say B. With the help request, site A gives information about itself (processing speed, work load, etc.) to the cluster and receives in turn information about other sites in the cluster along with its first executable microframe. A's id and status information is then propagated to the other sites of the cluster by and by, when either A or B connect to other sites due to normal actions like requesting microthreads, applying results, etc.
The first action of the new site will be to request the microthread to the microframe it received, anyway. It is possible to transfer the whole code (i.e. all microthreads) of an application to every new site, but this may take very long compared to the time the site actually works in the cluster. Therefore only the really needed microthreads are transfered upon request. If the microthread is not available in the new site's platform specific binary format, it will receive the source code of the microthread and compile it on the fly. To be prepared if another site having this platform type connects, the resulting binary code will then be sent to the site having the source code only. This way new platform types may be added to the cluster as well, offering the usage of heterogeneous clusters.
The sign off process is a bit more difficult, as every site owns a part of the global memory. All microframes and the local part of the global memory have to be relocated to other sites before shutdown to avoid damaging the data coherency. When this relocation process has finished, the site may leave the cluster.
Changing cluster configurations
Due to the scheduling, the load balancing and the attraction memory the SDVM adapts itself to changed cluster configurations automatically. The attraction memory provides the functionality to retrieve any microframe or data regardless of their actual location. When they are needed, they migrate to the corresponding site. Sites having less computing power are relieved while more powerful sites get more work due to the load balancing mechanism. The scheduling system allows a good utilization of the cluster.
The SDVM's manager structure
The SDVM daemon, which is to be run on every participating machine, is structured by consisting of several man- 
Figure 4. The execution cycle
agers, each having different tasks to attend to (see Figure 3) . The managers are organized into the following layers, similar to a protocol stack: execution layer all managers that are involved in the execution of microthreads. This layer alone would suffice to run an SDVM on one site only maintenance layer contains managers collecting data and providing functionality for the SDVM's maintenance itself communication layer managers concerned with connections to other sites
To run an SDVM application on one site, only the managers of the execution layer are needed essentially (see Figure 4) . The processing manager executes microthreads and microframes received from the scheduling manager, writes calculation results to other microframes in the attraction memory and gives output to the I/O manager. The scheduling manager chooses a convenient executable microframe and requests the corresponding microthread from the code manager. The attraction memory handles memory accesses and writes results to incomplete microframes. If a microframe has received its last missing parameter, the attraction memory gives it to the scheduling manager. All other managers are concerned with the communication between sites or the maintenance of the SDVM itself. The functionality of the individual managers is as follows.
The processing manager is responsible for the execution of microthreads. If it is idle, it requests a pair of an executable microframe and its corresponding microthread from the scheduling manager. The parameters needed for the execution of the microthread are extracted from the microframe. Then the microthread is executed using these parameters.
Microthreads can e. g. send results to other microframes, create new microframes, access data in the global memory, or input/output data. This is done using special instructions provided by the SDVM which represent the only interface between the program running on the SDVM and the SDVM itself.
When a microthread has to wait for data due to an access to the memory, the processing manager can hide the latency by switching to another microthread run in parallel. The number of parallely executed microthreads must not be too great, though: It should leave enough work for other sites, and the time needed to switch between all the microthreads should be adequately short to avoid clogging the system. Tests showed that a number of about 5 microthreads run in (virtual) parallel produce good results.
The scheduling manager maintains a queue of executable microframes and a queue of ready microframes (see Figure 5) . A microframe containing all parameters is called executable, but the processing manager needs the corresponding microthread as well. Therefore the scheduling manager will request the corresponding microthread to an executable microframe from the code manager as soon as it decides that it should eventually be executed on the local site. The code manager then returns a pointer to the desired microthread's memory location. If this pointer was received, the microframe is put into the ready queue.
If the processing manager requests for work, the scheduling manager chooses a (by any chosen measure) suitable microframe from its ready queue. Then it delivers the microframe and a pointer to the microthread's location in the memory to the processing manager, deleting the microframe from its queue.
A site may run out of ready and executable microframes and thus be idle. This is the case when the processing manager requests work from the scheduling manager and the scheduling manager's queue is empty. The scheduling manager will then contact other sites (i.e. other sites' scheduling managers) to request executable microframes. This op-eration is called a help request. The other site's scheduling manager answers the request by either sending an executable microframe or a ready microframe from its own queues or by sending a can't-help-message if its own queues are empty, too.
The decision which microframes to give to the processing manager or to other sites leaves room for more research. As the SDVM features distributed scheduling, the scheduling manager has to decide on the basis of its own knowledge only.
The scheduling manager's job is to allow for an execution of the application as fast as possible. Particularly, the communication latencies due to the automatic distribution of microframes should be hidden. Therefore a LIFOstrategy is used for the replying to help requests to hide the communication latencies. To avoid starving of microframes, a FIFO-strategy is used momentarily for the local scheduling.
When requested by the scheduling manager, the code manager provides the corresponding microthread to a given microframe. If the microthread is not found in its local memory, it requests it from another site's code manager, resulting in a local copy of the microthread. Then it returns a pointer to the microthread to the scheduling manager.
To enhance chances to receive the desired microthread, several sites act as code distribution sites. These sites are bound to store every microthread. Apparently, the site where the SDVM application was started, is implicitly a code distribution site, too. Others may be useful to e. g. supply subclusters with microthreads fast.
To execute a microthread on the local machine, it has to be present in the local machine's platform specific binary format. To get this, the request to other sites contains information about the local platform id. If the other site cannot supply the microthread in the desired binary format, the C source code will be sent instead. The local site then compiles the source code of the microthread on-the-fly using the locally available C compiler (e. g. g++). As the compilation procedure will in most cases be slower than receiving the binary code from other sites, it should be avoided whenever possible. Therefore after a compilation procedure, the local site will send a copy of the compiled code to the code distribution site so that other sites will receive the binary code at first go. Test runs show that the compilation on-the-fly is indeed fast enough not to slow the system too much, mainly since microthreads are short code fragments only and don't have to be linked after compiling.
The attraction memory contains the local part of the global memory. It behaves like a COMA's attraction memory (thus the name) by attracting requested data to the local site transparently. Microframes as a special kind of global data are stored in and migrated by the attraction memory as well, until they have received all their parameters. Every time a result of the computation of a microthread is applied to a waiting microframe, the attraction memory checks whether this was the last missing parameter. In this case the microframe has become executable and is given to the scheduling manager for further handling.
If an SDVM application requests a certain amount of memory for its own purposes, this memory will be allocated in the attraction memory. It will receive a global memory address (containing the id of the site it is created on) and is thus accessible from all sites in the cluster. The memory object can then migrate or even be copied to other sites. The attraction memory maintains a homesite directory (see [5] ) to keep track of the current location of the memory objects it initially created. Therefore, if a specific memory object is needed, every site first scans its local memory and in case of a cache miss asks the object's homesite (whose id can be extracted from the memory address). The homesite will then reply by sending the object or an information about its current location.
The input/output manager offers the functionality to access disk files and communicate with the user. To do this, the SDVM-program uses specific instructions which link to the I/O manager's methods. Disk files are given a unique file handle when they are accessed for the first time (which contains the site id of the machine the file resides on). Therefore all other sites can access any opened file using this file handle -the access is automatically rerouted to the appropriate site. As the SDVM is run as a daemon and operated using a front end, the I/O manager sends all output and input requests to the front end.
The message manager is the central hub for information interchange with other sites (see Figure 6 ). All communication is done between managers only, so a message contains the source's and the target's site ids and manager ids apart from other administrational information and the payload data itself.
The message format used is called an SDMessage. An SDMessage is created by a manager wishing to send some data, and then assembled and serialized in the message manager. As all managers know other sites only by their (logical) site ids, the message manager must find out the target site's physical site id. This is done by querying the cluster manager's cluster list. Then the serialized SDMessage is passed to the network manager to be delivered to the network. When a message is received, it is deserialized and then given to the appropriate manager.
To connect to any other site, the SDVM must have knowledge about the other site's physical (i.e. ip) address, at least. The cluster manager maintains a list containing information about every site participating in the cluster. This list includes the site's logical and physical addresses and information about the site's hardware like its platform id and performance characteristics.
If a site wishes to join a cluster, it has to send a signon-message to the cluster manager of a site it knows to be already participating. Such information can be supplied e.g. by a configuration file or direct input when the local site is started. The contacted cluster manager will then supply a unique logical id for the new site and provide some information about the current composition of the cluster in return. The new site is then a part of the cluster and can begin Figure 6 . Message delivery working by sending a help request to any other site it now knows, to get its first executable microframe.
To create a unique logical id for new sites, the cluster manager may follow different concepts. A central contact site can be created, which will then always be asked for new ids when one is needed. This obviously leads to a central point of failure if this site stops working due to a failure or even signing off regularly. From then on no new site could join the cluster as it will never get a logical site id. Another concept is to provide several site id servers, which are given a contingent of free ids during their own sign on procedure. These can then be distributed to other sites trying to participate. If the contingent is used up, a broadcast is needed to determine the highest assigned logical id, and then to generate and distribute new id contingents to the participants. Another approach may be to define a fixed number of site id servers and let them emit any multiple of their own id (like a modulo function). These and other concepts have been researched in connection with the SDVM. The choice of a convenient method depends mainly on the knowledge about a maximum of participating machines and where they will try to connect.
The cluster manager provides information for help requests, too: If a scheduling manager needs to send out a help request, it should choose a site which is probably not idle itself. As the cluster manager holds information about all other sites in the cluster, it is an obvious solution to extend this list by statistical data about e. g. the other sites' load. Therefore the scheduling manager asks the cluster manager to choose a site for a help request based on the data currently known about the other sites.
If the SDVM runs more than one program at the same time, the programs must be distinguished. The program manager maintains a list of all programs the local site currently works on. This list contains a code home site to request microthread code from if it is not found locally, and additional information about a program, e. g. the sites where checkpoints are stored, or even a flag that the program has terminated and thus its microthreads can safely be deleted from memory. The list is updated with every access to another site resulting in a microframe belonging to a new program (e. g. due to a help request), so the site will always know at least one other site working on a program (if the program was not started locally, anyway).
In contrast to the cluster manager, the site manager focuses on the local site. It offers the functionality to start and end the local site, and to sign on to an existing SDVM cluster. It also collects performance data about the local site, e. g. the workload, memory load, number of executable microframes in the queue, the number of programs the local site works on, etc. Moreover, it provides the functionality to query the status of the local site, i.e. all local managers.
The network manager sends and receives packets to and from the network. To receive, it features a listener, which spawns a new thread every time an incoming connection is established. Then the received data is passed to the message manager. The network manager has no knowledge about logical ids of sites, it represents the lowest layer of the SDVM, working with physical (ip) addresses only.
Currently, the SDVM is based on TCP. UDP was tested, too. However, it proved not usable at the current expansion stage. UDP does not guarantee the delivery of packets in the same order as they were sent [13] apart from the fact that packets may not reach their target at all. As the SDVM contains not yet a functionality to collect and sort incoming UDP-packages and rerequest lost packages, it is not viable at present.
Transactional TCP (T/TCP) [12] seems to be an interesting approach. As the SDVM's network topology will probably result in many connections between various sites, and each sending small packets only, TCP shows too much overhead. TCP needs a lot of communication to establish and end a connection, so T/TCP was proposed for applications like the SDVM. First steps were taken to integrate T/TCP into the SDVM.
The security manager is placed between the message manager and the network manager. Its main purpose is to establish a security layer between the (presumably) secure local machine and the (presumably) unsafe network. Therefore it encrypts all outgoing data before it is delivered by the network manager, and decrypts all incoming traffic as well. To do this, it has to maintain a list of known communication partners with their respective keys, and obviously a first contact must be made in a secure way, e. g. by supplying a start password by hand.
If a cluster can be judged secure, e. g. if an insular cluster without access from insecure machines is used, the security manager can be disabled in favor of a performance gain. In this case, all communication is performed unencrypted.
Results
The SDVM needs a lot of calculations and communications to distribute code and data. Therefore a question is whether the additional overhead is small enough to maintain the concept.
In [5] we showed that the overhead generated by using the SDVM (in comparison to a stand-alone sequential program) appears to be about 3%.
To show that the maximum speedup is in expected regions, an exemplary SDVM application was developed that is easily parallelizable. The example program does a parallel computation of the first p prime numbers, working on width numbers in parallel each.
On a cluster of identical machines (Pentium IV, 1.7 GHz), a value for the speedup is shown in Table 1 
Conclusion
The Self Distributing Virtual Machine was presented in this paper with a focus on the area of cluster computing. For this purpose, a prototypical implementation has been created and evaluated. The SDVM may be adapted to any system having multiple processing units, from a SoC to grid computing.
The SDVM automatically distributes data and program code to sites where it is needed, thereby balancing the work load of the whole system. This is done by a decentralized scheduling mechanism. As sites may join or leave at runtime without disturbing the execution of running applications, the cluster may grow or shrink to any convenient size, regardless of the sites' operating systems, hardware or even the network topology between them. Moreover, this vastly facilitates a hardware upgrade while the system is running by shutting down old hardware and signing on new hardware -the applications will be relocated automatically and continue to run all the same. Similarly, resources can be added to cope with short term peeks in computing power demand.
To join a cluster, only the SDVM daemon has to be started and the (ip) address of a site which is already part of the cluster provided. The users can access the SDVM from any site which is part of the cluster, and therefore run applications from anywhere.
As the SDVM has an automatic backup and recovery mechanism (which uses checkpointing), even crashes of individual sites may be overcome without loss of data.
For a commercial use of the SDVM as an application layer like a middleware, methods to distinguish users and accounting functions should be implemented.
